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Introduction
Higher-order logic is a formalism that allows a natural expression of program speci cations and of mathematics. It is used in many theorem provers such as HOL, Isabelle, PVS, -prolog, etc. In this paper, we are concerned with automated theorem proving in this logic.
Higher-order logic can be expressed in many di erent ways using combinators, -calculus, etc. Some of these formulations express higher-order logic as a rst-order theory, some other do not. Expressing higher-order logic as a rst-order theory permits to use standard rst-order proof-search methods. Another advantage is that extensions are easier to handle in this simple framework.
There are several ways to encode higher-order logic as a rst-order theory and several proof search methods for each encoding, which are more or less e cient. For instance the encoding of higher-order logic using combinators is not intentionally equivalent to the standard presentation using -calculus, because some proofs require the extensionality axioms in this presentation, but not in the standard one. This leads to ine ciencies.
In this paper we give a rst-order presentation of higher-order logic called HOL-using the so called, calculus of explicit substitutions ACCL91]. We show that this presentation is intentionally equivalent to the usual presentation of higher-order logic based on -calculus, i.e. the theories are still equivalent when we drop the extensionality axioms in both cases. We show that proofsearch in this theory can be mechanized with the Extended narrowing and resolution (ENAR) method introduced in DHK98]. The proof search method for higher-order logic obtained this way is as e cient as higher-order resolution and in fact simulates it step by step. It keeps however the simplicity of rst-order frameworks and can easily be extended, for instance with equational axioms. A rather surprising side e ect of this presentation of higher-order logic is that it provides a clari cation of the intricate skolemization rule of higher-order logic Mil83, Mil87] .
The ENAR proof search method relies upon a presentation of rst-order logic called deduction modulo that allows to build-in a congruence identifying terms and also propositions. This leads to shorter and more direct proofs by making congruent propositions equivalent instead of requiring explicit proof arguments. Hence, we shall express HOL-in deduction modulo.
In order to remain self contained, we recall the principal ideas of deduction modulo in section 1. Then, we recall the usual presentation of higher-order logic in section 2 and its rst-order presentation based on Curry combinators in section 3. Section 4 introduces HOL-and etablishes its main properties (termination, con uence, consistency and cut elimination). Section 5 is dedicated to the equivalence theorem between HOL-and HOL-. In section 6 we show that the rather intricate Skolem theorem for higher-order logic can be deduced from the rst-order one. At last section 7 presents the ENAR proof search method and its application to HOL-.
Deduction modulo
In this paper we shall use a presentation of rst-order logic, called deduction modulo DHK98] that permits to identify propositions modulo a congruence.
In deduction modulo, the notions of language, term and proposition are that of (many sorted) rst-order logic. We consider theories to be formed with a set of axioms ? and a congruence denoted and de ned on propositions. As a consequence, the deduction rules must take into account this 
All the rules of natural deduction or sequent calculus may be stated in a similar way. Figure 1 give a formulation of natural deduction.
As an example, in arithmetic, in natural deduction modulo, we can prove that 4 is an even number: axiom 8x x = x (x; x = x; 4) 8-elim 2 2 = 4 (x; 2 x = 4; 2) 9-intro 9x (2 x = 4) Substituting the variable x by the term 2 in the proposition 2 x = 4 yields the proposition 2 2 = 4, that is congruent to 4 = 4. The transformation of one proposition into the other, that requires several proof steps in natural deduction, is dropped from the proof in deduction modulo. It is a mere computation that need not be written, because everybody can re-do it by him/herself.
In this case, the congruence can be de ned by a rewriting system de ned on terms 0 + y ?! y S(x) + y ?! S(x + y) 0 y ?! 0 S(x) y ?! x y + y Notice that, in the proof above, we do not need the axioms of addition and multiplication.
Indeed, these axioms are now redundant: since the terms 0 + y and y are congruent, the axiom 8y 0 + y = y is congruent to the equality axiom 8y y = y. Hence, it can be dropped. In other word, this axiom has been built-in into the congruence Plo72, And71, PS81].
The main originality of deduction modulo is that we have introduced the possibility to de ne the congruence directly on propositions with rules rewriting atomic propositions to arbitrary ones. For instance, in the theory of integral rings, we can take the rule x y = 0 ?! x = 0 _ y = 0 that rewrites an atomic proposition to a disjunction.
In this paper, all congruences will be de ned by con uent rewrite systems. As these rewrite systems are de ned on propositions and propositions contain binders, these rewrite systems are in fact Combinatory De nition 2.4 The -reduction is de ned by the following rewrite rules (( x t) u) ! fu=xgt x (t x) ! t provided x is not free in t Proposition 2.1 The -reduction is con uent and terminating. The unique normal form of a term a is written a #.
The deduction rules are given in gure 2 where all propositions are supposed to be normal. An alternative presentation does not normalize the propositions after the quanti er rules but takes and as axioms. At last, we need to introduce a distinction between the terms of type o and the propositions. Hence, we introduce a predicate symbol " of rank (o) and if t is a term of type o we write "(t) for the corresponding proposition. We introduce axioms that relate the connectors and quanti ers (e.g.
) and their replication as individual symbols (e.g. _ ):
Thus, the language contains:
for each applicative term t of type U whose variables are among x 1 ; : : : ; x n of type T 1 ; : : : ; T n , an individual symbol x 1 ; : : : ; x n 7 ?! t of type T 1 ! : : : ! T n ! U, The axioms are "(((x 1 ; : : : ; x n 7 ?! t) x 1 : : : x n ) = t)
These axioms can be dropped if we work modulo the congruence de ned by the rewrite system R:
((x 1 ; : : : ; x n 7 ?! t) x 1 : : :
Translation from -terms to combinators is usualy called -lifting. A term of the form x t is translated as follows. We rst translate t yielding a term t 0 . We let y 1 ; : : : ; y n be the variables of t 0 minus x, then we replace in t 0 all the occurrences of a combinator c i by a fresh variable z i yielding a term t 00 . The term x t is then translated as the term ((y 1 ; : : : ; y n ; z 1 ; : : : ; z p ; x 7 ?! t 00 ) y 1 : : : y n c 1 : : : c p ). Applications, variables and constants are translated in an obvious way.
This translation can be modi ed in order to use only two combinators S = x; y; z 7 ?! ((x z) (y z)) and K = x; y 7 ?! x.
This presentation of higher-order logic can be shown to be equivalent to the presentation with -calculus if we take the extensionality axioms 8f 8g ((8x (fx) = (gx)) ) f = g) 8x 8y ("(x _ ,y) ) x = y) 1 in both cases, i.e. a proposition P is provable in the presentation of higher-order logic with -calculus if and only if the proposition "(P 0 ) is provable in the rst-order theory above.
-reduction and -reduction: ( 2)). This notation is also a rst-order language with a binary function symbol , a unary function symbol and individual symbols 1; 2; 3 : : : . Simple sorts are not su cient anymore with de Bruijn indices. Indeed, we need to give a sort not only to terms like ( A 1) (that gets the sort A ! A), but also to terms of the form 1 introduced ] that permits to apply an explicit substitution to a term. The rewrite rules describing the evaluation of the -calculus are given in gure 3. 
and a single unary predicate symbol:
" of rank (`o) We denote L the rewrite rules of -calculus together with the logical rules L given in gure 4 and we write A B when A and B are congruent modulo L.
Termination and con uence
Proposition 4.1 (Termination) The system L is weakly terminating.
Proof. Since the L and rewrite systems share the application operator , we cannot try to apply the existing termination modularity results.
We de ne a translation of the terms and the propositions of HOL-into the typed system .
In each sort ?`T , we chose a variable z ?`T . jjxjj = z T , where x is a variable, every symbol is mapped to itself but:
In L, we say that t R 1 -reduces to u if u is obtained by reducing a -redex, a -redex or a logical redex and -normalizing the term obtained. In , we say that t R 2 -reduces to u if u is obtained by reducing a -redex or a -redex and -normalizing the term obtained. We check that if P R 1 -rewrites in one step to Q, then jjPjj R 2 -rewrites in at least one step to jjQjj. Let P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : be a R 1 -reduction sequence in the system above, the sequence jjP 1 jj; jjP 2 jj; : : : is a R 2 -reduction sequence in , thus it is nite GL97, Mu 97]. 2 Proposition 4.2 (Con uence) This system is con uent on terms containing only term variables.
Proof. Since the L and rewrite systems share the application operator , we cannot apply Toyama's modularity result.
The system L is linear and orthogonal, hence it is strongly con uent (i. Then we interpret the symbols of the language as follows.
?
A is the function mapping a 1 ; : : : ; a n to a 1 . " ? A is the function mapping a 1 ; : : : ; a n to (a 2 ; : : : ; a n ). Proof. Following the method developed in DW98] we construct a pre-model of the rewrite system above.
We recall that proofs-terms are inductively de ned as follows.
And on these proof terms reduction rules are 2 We recall that a proof term is said to be neutral if it is a proof variable or an elimination (i.e. of the form ( 0 ), fst( ), snd( ), ( 1 2 3 ), (botelim ), ( t), (exelim x 0 ), but not an introduction) and that a set R of proofs is a reducibility candidate if if 2 R, then is strongly normalizable, if 2 R and 0 then 0 2 R, if is neutral and if for every 0 such that 1 0 , 0 2 R then 2 R. We write C for the set of all reducibility candidates. A pre-model for a language L is given by:
for each sort T a set M T , for each function symbol f (of rank (T 1 ; : : : ; T n ; U)) a function f of M Let t be a term and ' an assignment mapping all the free variables of t of sort T to elements of M T . We de ne the object jtj ' by induction over the structure of t. jxj ' = '(x), jf(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )j ' = f(jt 1 j ' ; : : : ; jt n j ' ).
Let A be a proposition and ' an assignment mapping all the free variables of A of sort T to elements of M T . We de ne the set jAj ' of proofs by induction over the structure of A. A proof is an element of jP(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )j ' if it is an element of P(jt 1 j ' ; : : : ; jt n j ' ).
A proof is element of jA ) Bj ' if it is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form 1 then for every 0 in jAj ' , 0 = ] 1 is an element of jBj ' . A proof is an element of jA^Bj ' if it is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form ( 1 ; 2 ) then 1 and 2 are elements of jAj ' and jBj ' . A proof is an element of jA _ Bj ' if it is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form i( 1 ) (resp. j( 2 )) then 1 (resp. 2 ) is an element of jAj ' (resp. jBj ' ). A proof is an element of j?j ' if it is strongly normalizable. A proof is an element of j8x Aj ' if it is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form x 1 then for every term t of sort T (where T is the sort of x) and every element E of M T t=x] 1 is an element of jAj '+(x;E) . A proof is an element of j9x Aj ' if it is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form (t; 1 ) then for every element E of M T (where T is the sort of t) then 1 is an element of jAj '+(x;E) . A pre-model is a pre-model of if when A B then for every assignment ', jAj ' = jBj ' .
It is proved in DW98] that the cut elimination property holds for intuitionistic natural deduction and sequent calculus modulo a congruence if we can build a pre-model of this congruence. Then we interpret the symbols of the language as follows.
A is the function mapping a 1 ; : : : ; a n to a 1 . _ 8 is the function mapping a to the set of proofs such that is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form x 1 then for every term t of sort T (where T is the sort of x) and every element E of M T ft=xg 1 is an element of (a E), _ 9 A is the function mapping a to the set of proofs such that is strongly normalizable and when reduces to a proof of the form (t; 1 ) then for every element E of M T (where T is the sort of x) ft=xg 1 is an element of (a E).
" is the identity function.
And we check that the rewrite rules are valid in this pre-model, hence the rewrite system has a pre-model and proof modulo this rewrite system normalize. 2
Following the techniques introduced in DW98] we can prove also that the classical sequent calculus has the cut elimination property.
Embedding HOL-into HOL-
We now want to prove that HOL-is intentionally equivalent to the usual presentation of higherorder logic HOL-.
Following DHK95], we de ne a translation from -calculus to -calculus called pre-cooking. This translation replaces the bound variables by the appropriate indices and adds an appropriate " n ] operator to free variables and constants according to the context in which they occur.
To each variable x of type T, we associate the sort`T in -calculus. The proof of this result relies on the propositions that we are now introducing and proving.
Proposition 5.1 If t has the type T then t F has the sort`T .
Proof. By induction on the structure of t. 2 Proposition 5.2 (fa=xgb) F = fx 7 ! a F gb F , a = b in -calculus if and only if a F = b F in -calculus.
Proof. See DHK95] . 2
The purpose of the following de nition and proposition is to characterize the image of the precooking mapping.
De nition 5.2 A F-term is a -term containing only variables which sort has an empty context. A F-proposition is a proposition of the form "(P) where P is a F-term. Proof. We prove by induction on the structure of t that if t is a L-normal F-term well-typed in a context ?, then there is a term u and a sequence l of variables of the same length than ? such that t = F(u; l).
The only interesting case is when t = x s]. This term is well-typed in a context ? of length n thus s has type ?`and it is normal, thus s =" n . 2
Proposition 5.4 If T is a set of F-propositions and P a F-proposition, and the proposition P has a proof under the assumptions T, then it also has a proof where all propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. Proof. By induction on the size of a cut free proof of T`P.
If the last rule is an axiom then the result is obvious. If the last rule is an introduction rule, we apply the induction hypothesis to the subproofs. The only non trivial case is the introduction of the existential quanti er. The proof has the form T`R (x; P; t) 9-intro T`"(q)
Where "(q) 9x P and R ft=xgP. Hence q ( _ 9 p), P "(p x) and R "(p t). Call the substitution mapping each variable x of t of sort A 1 ; : : : ; A n`B to the term x 0 " n ] where x 0 is a fresh variable of sort`B. By induction on the structure of , the proof is a proof of T` R, i.e. T`"(p t). We apply the induction hypothesis to the proof . Hence, there is a proof 0 of T 0`" (p t) where all propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms.
We build the proof 0 T`"(p t) (x; "(p x); t) 9-intro T`"(q)
If the proof ends with an elimination rule, then it is a non empty sequence of eliminations, followed by an axiom on a proposition "(p) of T. We reason by cases on the rst elimination rule after this axiom. We apply the induction hypothesis to the subproofs. For instance, if this rule is an elimination of an implication, the proof has the form
where "(p) Q ) R. Hence, p ( _ ) q r), Q "(q), and R "(r).
Form the proof we can build a proof 1 of T"(r)`"(s) by adding the proposition "(r) to all the contexts and adding an axiom rule on the top. We apply the induction hypothesis to the proofs and 1 . Hence we have proof 0 and 0 1 of T`"(q) and T"(r)`"(s) where all the propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. From the proof 0 1 we build a proof 0 of T`"(s) under the hypothesis T`"(r) where all the propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. We build the proof
If this rule in an elimination of the universal quanti er then the proof has the form axiom T`"(p) (x; R; t) 8-elim
where "(p) 8x R and Q ft=xgR. Hence p ( _ 8 r), R "(r x), and Q "(r t). Call the substitution mapping each variable x of t of sort A 1 ; : : : ; A n`B to the term x 0 " n ] where x 0 is a fresh variable of sort`B. By induction on the structure of , the proof is a proof of T`"(s) under the hypothesis T` Q. From this proof, we can build a proof 1 of T"(r t)`"(s) by adding the proposition "(r t) to all the contexts and adding an axiom rule on the top. We apply the induction hypothesis to this proof. Hence there is a proof 0 1 of T"(r t)`"(s) where all the propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. From this proof we can build a proof 0 of T`"(s) under the hypothesis T`"(r t) where all propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. We build the proof axiom T`"(p) (x; "(r x); t) 8-elim
The other cases are similar.
2
Now we can give the proof of our main result. Proof. The direct sense is an easy induction on the structure of the proof in HOL-. An an example, we give the case of the last rule is an elimination of the universal quanti er. The proof has the form T`p (r; t) _
8-elim
T`q where p ( _ 8 r) and q (r t). Then "(p F ) = "( _ 8 r F ) 8x "(r F x). By induction hypothesis, there is a proof 0 of the proposition "(p F ). We build the proof 0 T F`" (p F ) (x; "(r F x); t F ) 8-elim
T`"(q F ) Conversely, by the proposition 5.4, we can build a proof of "(p 1F ); : : : ; "(p nF )`"(q F ) where all the propositions are F-propositions and all the witnesses F-terms. By induction on the structure of this proof we can build a proof of p 1 ; : : : ; p n`q in HOL-. As an example, we give the case of the rule 8-elim. The proof has the form T F`" (p F ) (x; "(r F ); t F ) 8-elim 6 Skolemization in HOLSkolemization in higher-order logic is known to be more complicated than in rst-order logic. Indeed, the naive skolemization rule in higher-order logic permits to transform some unprovable formulations of the axiom of choice into provable propositions. Thus the naive skolemization rule has to be restricted in such a way that skolemizing a proposition of the form 8x 1 : : : 8x n 9y P(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y)
introduces a skolem symbol f n that can only be used to be applied to n terms and moreover the variables free in these terms cannot be bound higher in the term. For instance the term y (f 1 x y) is correct, while the terms f 1 , (F f 1 ) and x (f 1 x y) are not (Miller's conditions) Mil83, Mil87] .
A motivation for expressing higher-order logic as a rst-order theory is to reuse the usual rstorder skolemization rule. When we apply the rst-order skolemization rule to the rst-order presentation of higher-order logic with combinators we get conditions on Skolem symbols that are related to Miller's conditions, but are di erent because the translation of -calculus is not straightforward. We show below that in HOL-the conditions we get are exactly Miller's conditions.
Miller's theorem
The na ve treatment of skolemization in higher-order logic, that skolemizes 8x 9y (P x y) as 8x (P x (f x)) is where f is a constant of type T ! U (where T is the type of x and U that of y) is unsound.
Indeed the axiom of choice 8x 9y (P x y) ) 9g 8x (P x (g x))
is not provable in type theory And72]. Thus from the proposition 8x 9y (P x y) we cannot deduce 9g 8x (P x (g x))
While naively skolemizing it yields 8x (P x (f x)) from which we can obviously deduce 9g 8x (P x (g x)) Miller Mil83, Mil87] has proposed an alternative skolemization rule by adding two conditions:
(necessary arguments) the symbol f can be used only applied to its arguments (e.g. (f x) is a term, but f alone is not).
(no bound variables in necessary arguments) the variables free in the necessary arguments cannot be bound by a higher in the term) (e.g. x (f y) is a term, but x (f x) is not).
Notice however that, if we consider as it is usual in higher-order logic that 8x P is a notation for the term _ 8 ( x P) where _ 8 is a constant, then the skolemized proposition 8x (P x (f 1 x)) itself does not verify the conditions. Hence, we must either introduce quanti ers as new binders or give a more restricted form to Skolem theorem. If we use skolemization to put a proposition to be refuted in clausal form, then the universal quanti er also will be suppressed yielding the proposition (P X (f 1 X)) where X is a free variable and we can state Skolem theorem as the correctness of this transformation with respect to resolution (i.e. the clausal form of a proposition can be refuted by resolution if and only if the proposition itself is provable in natural deduction). In Mil83, Mil87] Miller formulates his theorem as the correctness of this transformation with respect to the connection method.
Combinators
Skolem theorem applies to the rst-order presentation of higher-order logic with combinators as it applies to any rst-order theory. A proposition of the form 8x 9y (P x y)
is skolemized as 8x (P x f(x)) but then f is not a constant of type T ! U but a function symbol of rank (T )U. Hence f alone is not a term (as + is not a term in rst-order arithmetics) but f(x) is. We get this way Miller's rst condition. As with combinators there is no bound variables, the second condition vanishes in this presentation.
HOL-
Skolem theorem also applies to HOL-as it applies to any rst-order theory. A proposition of the form 8x 9y (P x y) is skolemized as 8x (P x f(x)) Again f is a unary function symbol and hence we get back Miller's rst condition, but its rank is now (?`T ) `U which expresses Miller's second condition. is skolemized as
where f has rank (`T )`U and this way the term (f(1)) is not well-typed. Indeed, the argument of f must be well-typed in the empty context and 1 is not.
Automated theorem proving in HOL-
We are now able to wrap-up together the above ingredients to get a rst-order presentation of higher-order resolution. To this end, as with any rst-order theory modulo, we can use the method developed in DHK98] to search proofs in HOL-. This method is complete because HOLenjoys the cut elimination property. Working modulo a congruence introduces two new features with respect to rst-order resolution. First, uni cation is replaced by equational uni cation, and second, when the rewrite system contains rules rewriting atomic propositions to non-atomic ones, the rule Extended Narrowing presented in gure 5 instantiates appropriately the variables.
In DHK98], we have applied this method to a rst-order expression of higher-order logic using combinators and we have shown that the Extended Narrowing rule specializes exactly to the Splitting rule of higher-order resolution. Unfortunately equational uni cation modulo the conversion axioms of combinators is not higher-order uni cation.
If we apply this method to HOL-, the Extended Narrowing rule still specializes to the Splitting rule of higher-order resolution Hue72, Hue73], but the uni cation required is the unication modulo the system that we have shown to be equivalent to higher-order uni cation in DHK95]. Thus, the method obtained this way simulates higher-order resolution step by step.
Conclusion
In this paper we have given a rst-order presentation of higher-order logic. This presentation is intentionally equivalent to the presentation of higher-order logic based on -calculus. Applying the Extended Narrowing and Resolution method to this theory gives exactly higher-order resolution. Hence we show this way that expressing higher-order logic as a rst-order theory and applying a rst-order proof search method does not necessarily lead to ine ciencies, provided we take the good rst-order expression of higher-order logic and the good proof search method.
Expressing higher-order resolution in a rst-order framework permits to clarify its features : higher-order uni cation, the splitting rule and higher-order resolution. Higher-order resolution is equational uni cation in an appropriate theory. The splitting rule is an instance of the extended narrowing rule introduced in DHK98], it is needed because the rewrite system of higher-order logic transforms atomic propositions into non atomic ones. The higher-order skolemization rule is an instance of the rst-order one. Its scoping particularities are consequences of the sort system of higher-order logic.
As we stay in a rst-order setting, we can also reuse optimizations of rst-order theorem proving such as redundancy criterias, subsumption, : : :
As we stay in a rst-order setting, extending the method to equational higher-order resolution requires only to add more reduction rules to the rewrite system L, then narrowing provides an equational higher-order uni cation algorithm KR97] and the proof search method is complete provided deduction modulo the extended theory veri es the cut elimination property.
